
Infiny was having a joyous day, which only grew more and more wonderful as time

went on. The chipper blissey, along with a couple of her Pokémon friends, were

having a grand old time over at the local park: Enjoying the scenery, chowing

down on snacks from the confectionary stand, and mingling with whatever

Pokémon they would stumble across. It wasn’t the most exciting of adventures,

sure, but Infiny was quite easy to please! Simply existing amidst the beauty of

nature warmed her soul, and every laugh out of her companions made her heart

jump with joy. While sitting under a tree and staring into the endless sky, Infiny,

bursting to the seams with positivity and joy, would think to herself: Is it even

possible to feel any happier than I am now?

It was then that Infiny felt a tap from one of her friends, a Jigglypuff, who

nervously pointed towards the blissey’s necklace. Her heart locket was beginning

to glow with a strange golden sheen, something she had never seen before. She

looked down towards her friend and… wait, down? The two of them were

supposed to be similar in height! In fact, all her friends looked smaller than

before, and were only getting smaller by the second! Were they shrinking, or was

she…?

Infiny felt her head hit against something; one of the top branches of the

tall tree she was just sitting under. The blissey cupped the glowing locket in her

hands, which had kept its size in relation to hers: Somehow, her necklace was

absorbing all of her excess happiness, and using it to grow her in size! As her

friends stumbled back, panicking thanks to their once normal-sized blissey pal

suddenly becoming as large as a tree, Infiny felt only one thing: Joy, joy, and even

more joy! With a loud cheer the blissey suddenly ballooned in size, knocking the



tree clean off its roots and sending her friends scattering as they ran for safety

from her heavy paws.

Infiny always had a fascination with being literally larger than life, and the

happiness from realizing that she would be able to live out those fantasies created

a feedback loop: Her necklace would absorb her joy and grow her in size, which

would make her feel even more joy, leading to even more growth… Soon enough

the blissey had grown as large as a three-story house; a soft and pink giant poking

out over the park forest's canopy. As she looked towards the sky, she realized that

it no longer seemed as endless as it once did.

Infiny would have to start ‘small’ however, as her growth began to slow

down. It seemed that simply growing bigger was no longer stimulating enough to

trigger her necklace's effect. She looked towards the cityscape off in the distance

and hatched for herself a mischievous little thought…Why not show off her

newfound size in a bombastic way? Joy is what she needs to continue her growth,

and what better way to feel joy than to share one's joy with as many people as she

could? Forgetting the park and her friends in favor of this tantalizing thought,

Infiny began to stomp her way towards the city, effortlessly and unconsciously

flattening the trees beneath her with ground-shaking thuds all the while…

---

Up until now it had been a normal day in the city: Cars endlessly buzzed through

the streets, clumps of pedestrians scurried across the sidewalks, and tall buildings

stood solid and stout as they always have. It was almost comparable to an anthill,

or at least it was to the ever growing Infiny. Once the blissey entered the outskirts



of the city, parading in view of the unwitting populace with quaking steps and a

vast wave of her hand, she gave a moment of her attention to the tiny people

below, who in fact seemed very similar to ants from her new point of view. The

resulting mess of confused chattering and panicked scattering from the crowd,

caused by her looming presence, stroked Infiny’s ego and gave her a flash of warm

joy, enough in fact to set in another growth spurt!

The populace could only devolve into chaotic scrambling as the already

gigantic Pokémon became even more so, and started to stroll her way into the city

proper: People dove for cover from the careless paws crushing up the streets,

traffic turned towards anarchy as everyone attempted to swerve away and flee all

at once, and the once mighty buildings now seemed like flimsy toys compared to

the gigantic blissey, who was rapidly beginning to match them in size.

Infiny, in sharp contrast to the chaos below, was having the time of her life!

The city surroundings, ones that were quite vast in the past, now practically

shrunk before her as she began to quite literally loom over them, and the ant-like

people below her now genuinely seemed indistinguishable from insects. Their

frantic scurrying and increasingly quiet cries were amusing for a while, but now

the blissey needed something more interesting to inspect than the specks fleeing

from her feet.

Infiny grappled a skyscraper between her hands, feeling concrete and glass

crack and shatter harmlessly against her from what little force she had exerted.

The few remaining citizens who had not yet evacuated could only watch in horror,

as the ever-growing kaiju realized that skyscrapers were now well and truly

nothing to her. With a booming happy cry, the blissey ripped the skyscraper right

out of its foundations with a bit too much force, letting it fly in the air for a



moment before it crashed down, exploding into rubble and totaling a fair portion

of the city. Such wanton destruction, one that very few acts of nature could hope

to replicate, elicited giggles out of Infiny as if it were a mere game. The world was

her anthill, and she was going to stomp on it as long as it amused her.

Infiny’s, to her at least, innocent fun was rudely interrupted however, as she

felt something akin to a bee sting against her back. While she was distracted, the

army had managed to create a foothold in her wake and were now throwing

everything they had at her. Unfortunately for them, well-armed bugs were still

merely bugs, and all they could manage to do was mildly annoy the gargantuan

blissey. The small-arms fire from the crowd of infantry only managed to pleasantly

tickle her, but the tanks below and helicopters above slinged stinging explosive

after stinging explosive at her. These didn’t do any harm to her either, but Infiny

was not amused by the slight pain these were causing her.

With a booming cry, Infiny brought her foot down with much more force

than she had before, not only crushing many of the tanks but leaving a wide crater

where the street and some now-flattened buildings once were. A few wild waves

of her hands were enough to swat the helicopters out of the air as well, them not

being nimble enough to dodge the blissey’s wide arms.

Unfortunately for her, the army would send more and more vehicles in

response: Tanks filled just about every street, and a cloud of helicopters and

planes flew in like a swarm of mosquitos. Infiny, not eager to have her

metaphorical picnic ruined by these annoying insects, ran into the army front,

sending soldiers scattering as she began crunching clumps of tanks under her feet.

The army planes, undeterred, would relentlessly swoop in and dive bomb her

head, sending her into such a rage that she cried into the heavens. At her size the



blissey’s cry became like a sonic boom, ringing throughout the city and shattering

just about every glass window that still remained. The army’s airforce, their

machinery damaged and their pilots disoriented by the ear-splitting yell, was

forced to retreat.

All that remained of the army was a surprisingly still-steady amount of

tanks. Infiny stomped and stomped as hard and fast as she could, pancaking a

good chunk of the army’s front line, but the waves of tank fire remained

undeterred; if she wanted to continue her rampage in peace, Infiny would have to

eliminate the army’s foothold here and now. With every ounce of energy she and

her huge body could muster, the blissey lept right up into the air and slammed

back down. The resulting shockwave from all that weight caused the ground itself

to ripple in waves, as if it were merely a splashed puddle. The waves of splitting

concrete hit the army too fast for them to react, toppling their tanks and ripping

apart the city roads in over-the-top fashion.

Even if the army had upright tanks to spare, the city’s flat ground was now

anything but flat; it was now impossible to send out tanks in the uneven terrain,

sending the army's offensive to a grinding halt. The relief that came from ending

the pain of the constant explosive stings, combined with the joyful realization that

there was seemingly nothing left that could get in her way, left Infiny awash with

another wave of joy. Her rate of growth rose exponentially, the entire army

unceremoniously shoved aside by one of Infiny’s expanding paws. Buildings bent

and were subsequently snapped, unable to suppress the walls of growing blissey

pressing against them Infiny rose to the sky, now akin to a literal living mountain,

standing on top of the city’s pulverized ruins as her head began to reach the

clouds.



At this point it was impossible not to notice the behemoth of a blissey

blanketing her surroundings in her shadow, especially once she began to stroll

across the land, causing quakes the world over with her sheer weight and

carelessly flattening entire cities with a single casual step. Powerful Pokémon from

all around the globe were forced to step in and try to stop Infiny’s joyous rampage,

but by then it was too little too late.

The trio of legendary birds swooped around Infiny’s head, their combined

attacks of flame and frost and thunder going unnoticed by the behemoth. Lugia

and Ho-Oh swooped in to assist, but all their added power managed to do was

grab the blissey’s attention, who effortlessly knocked them all out with a single,

mildly annoyed swipe. Groudon’s earth shaking attacks went unfelt, completely

outdone in magnitude by a single earth shattering step of Infiny’s. A tsunami by

Kyougre was answered in kind by the blissey playfully cannonballing into the

ocean, the resulting displacement of water causing waves high enough to

submerge much of the Earth’s landmass. Mew, oblivious to the chaos, innocently

tried to play with the mountainous Infiny, but was saddened when they realized

they were too small to even be considered a blip on Infiny’s radar. Mewtwo

watched all of this from a safe distance, shrugged, and went off to try and find a

Infiny-less universe to inhabit.

Many more would desperately throw themselves at Infiny, while she would

only grow larger and larger in her ludicrous size; at this point it seemed like

nobody had any chance of putting a stop to the bouncing behemoth's boundless

joy. Down at the Earth's surface, the Swords of Justice fought with all their might

to defend nature from the relentless march of Infiny's vast toes, to no avail. Up

above, Dialga and Palkia arrived from space to the planet's aid, touching down



only to find themselves on top of a vast land of alien tree trunks and smooth

cotton candy plains, Infiny's fur and skin respectively. The blissey's growth had

gone to the point where any other living thing was less than a flea compared to

her, as if she were a living planet to rival the Earth itself. At this point, not even the

rulers of time and space could make any attack upon Infiny's skin felt, much less

attacks from anyone else.

No matter what resistance was made Infiny inevitably rose further and

further, reaching and surpassing the clouds. Her happiness rose to unparalleled

heights, until she was as big as the Earth itself! With a leap of joy, the blissey

began to float in space, next to the increasingly tiny blue rock she once stood

upon. Nearly every denizen of the planet, or at least the ones not busy fending off

the aftershock of any one of Infiny’s destructive actions, could see the impossibly

huge Pokémon in the sky, growing larger and larger, her hands reaching out as she

got ready to cup their planet in her vast hands…

Suddenly, giant golden hands of light wrap themselves around Infiny,

surprising her as much as it does the spectators. In a blink she’s whisked away

from not only the planet, but the solar system! Arceus themselves had come

down to put an end to Infiny’s playtime, and was dragging her as far from Earth as

they could. However, Arceus only had the element of surprise over Infiny, who was

confused more than anything as she flew past stars and planets. It only took

another growth spurt for her to break out of tiny Arceus’ massive grip, and a

single bellow to blow them far far away. As powerful as the god of Pokémon was,

even they were unable to escape an anticlimactic knockout from the all-vast and

all-powerful Infiny.



Arceus had, at the very least, managed to do what no army or Pokémon

could do before, and genuinely inconvenience the behemoth. Infiny was left at an

impasse now; she was bigger than a planet and more powerful than any Pokémon,

but she was now too far from the Earth to make her way back. That was when one

more thought struck her: Why stop at planet size? Why stop at the Earth, even?

Who needs a planet to play with… when I could have a whole galaxy?

Her locket, glowing as bright as the sun, blessed her with a growth spurt

greater than any other. Infiny ballooned in size at a galactic rate, shunting aside

entire planets and snuffing out stars. At this point the cosmos themselves were

seemingly shrinking to her, all of existence becoming unable to contain her sheer

size, and herself unable to contain her sheer elation at fulfilling her wildest

fantasy. As her growth finally leveled out Infiny beheld the entirety of the galaxy

she once lived in, now small enough compared to her that she could cup it in her

hands. She looked upon the glowing nebula then, staring upon its almost hypnotic

swirls, content in the fact that after all this time, she was now larger than life.


